
The Workers 

Irish Citizen Army

Dublin’s working class had become increasingly agitated at the depraved social conditions in the capital.  In 1912, the same

year as the signing of the Ulster Covenant famous Marxist Republican, James Connolly and Trade Unionist, Jim Larkin

founded the Labour Party as a political force to highlight the worsening situation.  Dublin notoriously, had been compared

with Calcutta, as people lived in overcrowded substandard tenement housing. At one stage, 835 people lived in just 15

houses on Henrietta Street.   This poverty was perpetuated by a lack of work for the city’s unskilled labour force, resulting

in increased competition among them, which drove wages down. 

Jim Larkin sought to correct this injustice by unionising the people.  Industrialist, William Martin Murphy and a group

comprising of the city’s main employers, with the exception of Guinness (who supported Murphy but had a working

relationship with the Union), locked out their employees and hired scab labour causing starvation amongst many in the

workforce.  In the midst of the Lockout on 31st of August 1913, Larkin spoke at a banned rally on Sackville Street. The

Dublin Metropolitan Police force reacted viciously and rushed the assembled crowd beating two men to death. The event

was subsequently referred to as “Bloody Sunday”. 

On the 23rd of November 1913, James Connolly, Jack White and Jim Larkin founded the Irish Citizen Army (ICA) to protect

striking workers.  Two days later, on the 25th of November, the Irish Volunteers were founded at the instigation of the IRB,

who saw the formation of the Ulster Volunteers as a useful excuse to form their own force.  Its primary goal was “to secure

and maintain the rights and liberties common to the whole people of Ireland”. The Irish Volunteer force contained a mix

of constitutional nationalists who followed John Redmond (the then Leader of the Irish Parliamentary Party), Republicans

and Socialists.  It was nominally led by Eoin MacNeill, however, the real power lay with the IRB command. 
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